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I. — Some Aspects of the History of the Concept of Evolution
The

names,

Theory of Evolution, Philosophy of Evolution, Darwinianhave now entered into general lit

ism, and, less frequently, Spencerianism,
erature as denoting

(in

the minds of various people who use them) a decid

edly variable collection of doctrines,
growth, or, in general,
in question

either

If,

as is

to a former prominence

very frequently the

case,

a

biologist

in question, he is likely to confine their meaning,
which he chances to be engaged, to doctrines
haps exclusively,

The

have actually originated during the nineteenth

or else have been restored
period.

all of which have to do with the

with the natural origin of things.

doctrines

century,

in the course of that
uses

any of the terms

in the special discussion in

that have directly, and per

to do with the origin of various animals

or plants from

earlier living forms, through a gradual and natural transformation.
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a special

refer

ence to the doctrine of the animal descent of man, or he may merely

be re

or historian employs such a term, he may give it

sociologist

ferring to theories regarding the origin or growth of languages,

If

or civilizations.

speaks of a theory of evolu

or theologian

a philosopher

institutions,

tion, he may, on the contrary, include doctrines

which refer to the entire

process of the knowable universe,

or at least to some aspect of that entire
"
In Spencer's own usage the term " Evolution
was a name for
process.
"
whole
one of two processes which together, according to him, comprise the
range of natural

"

These

events, so far as these can become known to us.

processes are for Spencer

Evolution

and Dissolution.

Since, by a doctrine of evolution, one who uses that word may thus refer
to very inclusive and,

on

other hand,

the

to decidedly

regarding what is

there is a good deal of confusion and a variety of results

"

meant by an

An evolutionist, in

evolutionist."

the minds of some people,

in trying to explain

means simply a man who leaves God out of account
the origin of things,

substituting natural agencies for creative acts.

usage of others, stress is laid upon the notion that the
is supposed somehow
makes for

"

to guarantee

progress,"

In

the

law of evolution

"

so that an evolutionist shall be one who believes that

For still

of the world, or

perfection

others, amongst whom are not a few liberal theo

an evolutionist may be a theist, who holds that gradual processes of

logians,

evolution constitute

God's method of creation.

A

more technically limited

usage defines an evolutionist as one who systematically

things

"

the triumph, in the long run, of whatever

Nature tends towards the constantly increasing
at least of man.

theories,

special

for explaining, or estimating,

as a means

this sense

uses the history of

their nature and value.

an evolutionist is one who, for instance,

if

he is a philologist,

attempts to throw light on the grammar or on the etymology
by means of a comparative

to explain

if

and

he is a moralist, uses a theory of the origin

to define

finally, the term evolutionist may
indicated,

so as to

be

the authority of conscience.

limited in its application,

refer to one who holds opinions

of some single class of natural objects, such
animals,

of a language

study of the evolution of the group of languages

to which it belongs ; or who,

of conscience

In

as

as

And,
before

regarding the evolution

stellar and solar systems, or

or social institutions.

Thus it

becomes frequently uncertain what is implied by any particular

usage of the term evolutionist ; and the popular mind is frequently confused
by the mistakes

made.

Nevertheless,

cies to which the name is applied

And

it is true that the various tenden

actually have

a good

deal in common.

one reason why it is hard to agree upon any terminology whereby the

various sorts of opinion in question can
tendency

be kept apart,

to believe that things in general

lies in the fact that the

have been subject

to some sort of
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antiquity.

a remote

to the word, the early Greek phil

such as is still frequently attached

The

osophers of Nature were all of them evolutionists.

denial of evolution,

rather the later result of certain theo

philosophy,

than the earlier prejudice of the philos

The first philosophical

In giving

great wealth of novel

As

of

which

interest in the

forms of the scientific

thought

Man's speculations

"

form in those

"

origin of things take their earliest known

"

creation-stories

which are found

a

usually also

A

and growth.

Unexpected growths, and more

genealogy.

i.e., in the primitive sense,

the deeds of creators; and

part, mythical

of processes conceived

of known natural processes of generation

is

creation-story

primitive

and inventive feats of deities and demi

gods, but also of quasi-evolutionary processes, — that

or less magical,

many

so

often,

are themselves

accounts, not only of various creative

after the analogy

we must

moment.

as to the

creation-stories

The "

neglected,

in

dwell upon the matter for

popularly somewhat

in

the history of human

religions.

the philosophy

higher stage tendencies

this view of the historical place of the concept of evolution in
is

universe.

to

from the most elementary

had resulted

very new definiteness

detail to such speculations,

century simply carried

the nineteenth

a

a

the form of evolutionary speculations.
and

things take naturally

to explain

attempts

is,

ophers.

a

retical or theological considerations,

a

of supposed realities,

in

is,

or the definite subordination of the processes of growth to some other type

processes, aid or thwart

physical

only upon decidedly

higher levels of religious

thought do there appear gods powerful enough to create some whole order
of things by their own directly exerted fiat.

Even they may be thwarted

hard to devise

will.

or by the devices of rival

theology which shall reduce everything
Something that has

a

that

to the result of one creative

a

so

is

gods;

it

here and there by the rebellion of their creatures,

of its own

nature

usually stands over against the mythical creator, as the material which he
"
fashions," as the chance which limits him, or as the enemy who uses more
or less magical devices to baffle him.
Even primitive mythology thus prepares

the way for an evolutionary

deal

good

of evolutionary

indeed,

by

a

mined,

is

thought, in the pre-Socratic period,
latest evolutionary thinking

vast increase of

without the persistent

use

begins

fairly begins.

speculation.

But

Such

Hindoo
Greek

the very process of which our

the legitimate outcome,

— an

knowledge of nature,

outcome

deter

but impossible

of certain leading ideas which the Greeks already

possessed, and which we still employ

a

thought contains

as soon as philosophy

a

of thought gets free

in

fashion

a

a

fashion of thinking in which orderly processes take the place of fiats.

way by no means wholly unlike
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We

their own.

the first period

here for any account

have no place

of ancient

of Greek opinion in

philosophy; but we may lay stress upon two or

three leading ideas which belonged

to the pre-Socratic age, and which have

been potent even in the latest evolutionary speculation.

The first

is the idea that Nature

is a region

processes, in the long run, balance each other,

result

circuit or cycle of changes,

a vast

their combined

as

whereof all special processes of

This leading

growth and decay are incidents.

mutually opposed

where

producing

idea (since often represented

in popular thought, side by side with ideas that have resulted
and higher grades of human

from later

knowledge), is obviously suggested by a com

induction which the early Greek thinkers soon

paratively crude

hastily universalized,

so

and day night; the seasons alternate; the changes of the weather,
odic sequences of periods
perity,

still summarizes
such as:

of drought and of rain, the ebb and flow of pros

It

by various proverbs

about

is a long lane that has no

In brief, Nature

down."

come

The early Greek

cosmogonist

less to be renewed

imander, certain

"

again in distant ages.
opposites

"

"

turn," or:

alternates

generalizes

What

between

From the

will
"

They indi

pass away,

— doubt

" of AnaxBoundless

"

see.

But all these things will

"

of
paying the penalty of the injustice
"
"
The way up " and
the way down," are the

their separate existence.

two opposed roads that the fire-stuff of Heraklitos follows,

lost

up must

tendencies.

from such processes.

ing, lead to the complex world that now we

It

form now of this, now of that thing.

"

goes

opposite

differentiate; these, combining and recombin-

pass back again into the Boundless,

living fire-stuff, — by

of Nature,

the compensations

cate how the whole of Nature has been formed and

the transient

day,

the peri

what our modern moralizing or weather-wise countryman

suggest

"

rather

Night follows

to apply it to all things.

as

measures."

Nothing,

therefore,

it takes on

as

is governed,

— this

or

is really gained

when new things arise, or when former things vanish.
Something,
"
" invariant,
as
persists, not as a fixed thing, but
justly

vaguely conceived
as a

"

measure,"

one ware is

"

exchanged

"

for another; force is the fire-stuff

for all things, and they in turn for it.
There

turn is dissolved.

is no special

Later cosmogonists

ciple that determines

sundering," of

"

exchanged

"

creation

about the process.

give us other accounts

and

in its

It

is an

of the moving prin

the evolution or the dissolution of things ; but the gen

thickening

processes, determines

is as when

everything is generated,

eral notion that a vast rhythm of growth and decay, or of

"

"

Fixed law governs the whole process

of this evolutionary exchange, whereby
evolution.

It

all through the process of natural change.

"

and

"

thinning,"

the evolution of things,

as

"

mingling

"

and

or of some such opposed
well

as

their passing away,

and the equally prominent notion that this rhythm is subject

to regular law
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of some sort, these soon become prominent ideas of early Greek physical

Nature

as

an incident of this general

The early Greek

whole.

of primitive

in some

animism

physicist

to such

is

as

the influence

that the evolution of mind,

governed by whatever laws determine the evolutionary proc

a

ess viewed

is

process, and

is,

second leading idea here in question

of the souls of men and of animals,

that

is

The
is,

speculation.

age, he does not look to gods, or to spirits,

that he conceives

But, unlike the sav

alive through and through.

sense

under

unquestionably

an extent

or to other capriciously interfer

ing wills, to explain the origin of anything in the natural world.

Nature

or where perhaps

in

power,

a

where

a

is
a

(as in case of the doctrine of
Empedokles) two opposed powers, shall determine in
regular way, and
realm

accordance

law, the whole process of evolution.

with pervasive

This

de

But

a

distinctly

is

and inseparable

is

also uniform, impersonal,

the course of the physical world.

It

in

its own expression

it

thing of the sort.

is

It

is

material power,
at once
termining power (or possibly pair of powers)
"
"
"
and also more or less alive.
divine,"
wise,"
intelligent," or some
from

"

Na

ture," and not any god or demon ruling over Nature from without, or inter

And our own

of this power.

a

takes form equally in our bodies and in our soul-

thus an evolution, or

souls arise in

dissolution,
a

Nature

is

All

It

fering with Nature.
life.

of the embodiments

natural way in the course of

this universal process.

third leading idea, due to the fact that Greek philosophy grew up,

"

that the origin of life from the sea, or from

slime," or from some close connection

nect land, sea, and air, must be viewed

the processes which con

between
as

a

so to speak, upon the seashore,

is

A

central fact of importance

of this whole evolutionary story.

the comprehension

This

for

idea of the origin

a

while retaining

became somewhat

subordinate,

as his

was

of evolution and dissolution,

and sometimes obscured, by the predominance

One notion which tended, by comparison,

interests.

"

was

philosopher's

leading philosophical idea very different from

which the nineteenth-century

principal enemy.

or capriciousness

It

a

it

mere guess.

of Nature.

both evolution and dissolution less important for

special creation

regards

was

But

significant place in the greater systems of ancient thought,

survey of the universe,

"

the conceptions

philosophy,

of other speculative

the

Nor

very crude, observation

a

a

even

In later Greek

to render

of a somewhat secondary importance.

in subsequent speculation.

genuine,

a

survives

due to

and

if

it

in

different philosophies,

is

of the organic from the inorganic appears in different degrees of prominence

This

evolutionist generally

was not the idea of any lawlessness

of things, or of the prevalence of any miraculous interfer

ences with the course of Nature, but rather

the idea of the Eternity,

and
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very frequently, of the temporal

so,

not only of the universe,

permanence,

distinctions within the universe, — an idea which, in
"
the form of the doctrine of the
permanence of species," did indeed directly
but of all the greater

oppose itself, in the last century,

This

to Darwinism.

of species had long since been united,

permanence

idea of the

special

by Christian

theology,

with the conception

of a special creation

had been initiated.

But, in its more articulate forms, the idea of the perma

nence of the specific forms or

"

"

natures

"

special creation," but rather

And

of Plato and Aristotle.

through the influence

species

of things came into later philos

ophy not at all as a corollary of the idea of a

later Greek philosophy

all the permanent

whereby

so this

was a part only of the general

leading idea of
that

conception

the

world, together with all of its most rationally significant features, is eternal.
Plato's world contained

a realm

of flux, which,

evil and untrue, and a realm of eternal

far

so

as

it was flux, was

ideas, which were both true and

good, and which were accordingly above all change.

Aristotle did indeed

lay great stress upon the evolution everywhere present in the sublunary
"
region of
genesis and corruption."
But in this region it was each indi
vidual thing which grows and then

The

away.

for the evolution of individuals are

responsible

They

ideas.

passes

therefore

But this

principle.

emanation

an

sense,

is not

taken place, in a series of descending
appear side by side.

forms

as eternal

"

which are

as the

Platonic

Plotinus conceived an universe which

do not evolve.

might indeed be called, in one

"

"

emanation

a temporal

"

from its eternal first

process.

grades of perfection,

Only individual

It

has always

which temporally

and souls, go through processes

things,

of growth or of progress, of decay or of falling away from perfection.

This

viewed

as a

whole, all the main distinctions are everlasting.
is,

the universe,

In

of the eternity of the forms of things
historically con
sidered, by far the most significant opponent that the philosophical doctrine

towards creationism.

An

interest

(2)

a

It

This doctrine of

astronomy

very highly

itself rather towards panthe
the eternity of the forms

to the philosophical mind by three

in

(

)

—

:

ests

I

was suggested

primarily the expression,

bias, but of

different leading inter

an interest in logic and

in

conception

theistic

of things which tends

;

developed
ism than

nor yet of

in

not of primitive superstition,

a

of evolution ever has had or ever can have.

is

conception

mathe

in

matics; (3) an interest in the permanent significance of ethical truth. As
Plato, and still
to the first of these interests (ancient in origin, obvious
a

pronounced

it

longin Aristotle)
had led early astronomers
to
continued observation of the heavens, and to an impression that there, at
more

least, all (except the fact of the motion of the various heavenly

bodies), was

eternally changeless, while the movements in question were themselves regu
larly repeated, and of invariable type.

The

second of these interests

was
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impressive

studies of the nature of logical truth.

The third

Aris

in Plato, and has ever since deeply influenced
was one form of the concern

promi

interest,

in Socrates, reached a classic perfection

nent, but undeveloped,

It

of early Greek arithmetic

and by the Socratic and still more by the Platonic and

and geometry,
totelian

by the whole development
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of expression

the course of human

in what Emerson has called

"

thought.
the sover

eignty of ethics."

The

result of these three interests was that the evolutionary aspect of the

universe

went into the background, although never disappearing,
Plato, Aristotle,

Greek speculation.

Plotinus,

in later

all gave attention

to the

growth and to the decay of individual things, and to the laws of individual
or of social progress and degeneration

but for them the universe,

;

taken in

its wholeness, could not, in view of the just-mentioned reasons, be conceived
in terms of all-embracing evolutionary formulas.

Both the Stoics and the

Epicureans, returning in part to earlier forms of physical speculation,
the evolutionary aspect of the universe

just mentioned; but they, too, subordinated
universe ;

made

more prominent than did the systems

evolution to other aspects of the

for they were, above all, ethical philosophers.

Christian

theology,

uniting,

as

it did, Platonic

Aristotelian

and

con

ceptions with the Theism of the prophets of Israel, and of their Jewish suc
cessors, was led to a sort of theological
classic.

A

conception

compromise

of an initial special creation,

which long remained

—a

conception

due to

Old Testament traditions, — was brought into a sort of synthesis with the
"
"
"
" of
forms
Hellenic doctrine of the eternity of the
natures
or
things.
"
An
order of Nature," occasionally interfered with by miracle, and sup
plemented

by the unceasing

creation

of new human souls, consequently

the place of the older Greek philosophical conception,

latter predominant

in the explanation

took

but still made the

of all natural truth.

The evolution

ary aspect of things was thus, indeed, by reason of the creationism

of the

creed, placed still farther in the background ; although more or less heretical

revivals of evolutionary ideas of the foretime were
opinions

that the Christian theologian

present

amongst

the

from time to time had to encounter

in controversy.
Modern

philosophy,

breaking away indeed, in the seventeenth century,

from the regular course of theological tradition, was still, at the outset,
under influences

which gave it comparatively little opportunity to pay re

newed attention to the evolutionary aspect of things.
ences

to which modern

philosophy

ical sciences, as they developed

was at first subject,

Amongst these influ
was that of the phys

from Galileo to Newton.

in this its first great movement,

Modern science,

did not contribute to an interest

in the

growth of things, nor promise to throw much new light upon origins.

For
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just

as the ancient

enly spheres,

new astronomy,

so the

alteration in the

despite the enormous

gave in a

of the physical world which it so quickly produced,

conceptions

new form the impression
celestial

had seemed to prove the eternity of the heav

astronomy

system,

of the

that the permanence

to the philosophers

and in fact of the whole mechanical

order of Nature, is

much more important than is any process of an evolutionary sort that
to take place in the realm of Nature, whether celestial or terrestrial.
typical seventeenth-century

despite their occasional

philosophers,

the world

conceived

speculations,

particular,

as

conception

that these machines,

The

evolutionary

whole, and the living organisms

as a

complex machines.

seems

in

Such views, indeed, logically involved the

in

so

far

as they had a

beginning at all, must

have had a purely natural origin, and this logical necessity is variously rec

ognized; but is left

as a subordinate

fact.

The highly

doctrine

synthetic

of Leibnitz, in its great effort to unify the organic and the mechanical

aspects

of Nature, found a place for a sort of evolution, whereby special organic

But

unities could have been developed.
ceptions

remained

too

the Leibnitzian

metaphysical

con

from phenomenally verifiable processes to

remote

And

make possible any articulate conception

of organic evolution.

more, during not only the seventeenth,

but the early part of the eighteenth

century, there was illustrated the notable truth,
ern evolutionists of the Spencerian
enemy of the evolutionary interest

uralism," nor yet the doctrine of
ceive the universe
permanent

as an eternal,

"

so

much overlooked

once

by mod

type, — the truth that the great historical

in philosophy has been, — not

"

supernat-

special creation," but the tendency

and so, temporally viewed,

to con

as an essentially

order, whose laws may be studied, and whose events often include

what we call growth, but whose main outlines, classifications,
are the same yesterday,

to-day,

import.

Astronomy, mechanical

logic, ethics, all furnish motives which, justly or un

science, mathematics,

justly, have led men to emphasize this view of things.
ever these motives

processes, forms

and forever ; so that the story of the origins

of things, even when true, is of secondary

are predominant in special

evolution is likely to
however,

so,

be

Accordingly, when

science and in philosophy ,

subordinated, overlooked,

or denied.

Otherwise,

evolutionary views are ancient and natural results of a study of

Nature.
the end of the eighteenth

century, after

the time recur for making evolutionary concepts,

philosophically important.
evolutionary, or
movement,

as one may

In order
(for

new Humanism

of one sort or another,

to narrate the tale of the rise of the

the age in question) call

one would have to recount

cism, to describe the movement

a

of life and of thought, did

it,

Not until

had taken possession of the historical movement

the historical

the annals of the growth of Romanti

of post-Kantian Idealism, and also to give
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of the revival and of the rapid progress of the organic sciences,

and of historical scholarship,

in the whole period between

1770 and

1830.

Suffice it here to say that, in the years in question,

in German, and, to some

extent, in French thought, the centre of scientific

and philosophical interest

was shifted, at first slowly, then rapidly, from
explanation of Nature,

relatively mechanical

It

following of the growth of things.
did not obscure,
exact physical

natural world
mechanical

to an intense

is also subject

is true that this shifting of interest

in the more
in the

that whatever historically happens

to definable,

necessary,

The trains of thought which

laws.

and,

in some sense,

led to the modern

doctrine

of energy, and which express themselves in Spencer's own conception
Persistence

It

is not, as a whole, one-sided.
is still more intensely

their permanent

interested

It

nature.

nineteenth-century

thought
aspect of

the vast

advances

of the nineteenth

the interest

Yet,

its interest in history.

of physics,

century fully recognizes

the latter; but this

from its view the significance

it

sci
and

chemistry,

century subordinates

the unhistorical aspect of Nature.

changing, the eternal,

as a fact,

in the historical aspect of things than it is in

is the century of the organic and humane

to these, despite

mathematics,

But

declines to ignore the mechanical

things for the sake of emphasizing

and

of the

of Force, are of the general logical type which was predominant

in the thought of the seventeenth century.

ences;

to a

devotion

in the minds of those who were interested

sciences, the belief

for the

primary concern

a

The

the un
nineteenth

aspect of reality cannot

of evolution.

hide

Geology, embryology,

com

parative philology, the history of religion, of social institutions, of art, of

politics, anthropological research, sociological generalization, — these are the
great

new achievements

of nineteenth-century science.

The

doc

general

trine of evolution, in its recent forms, is merely the culmination and natural
outgrowth of these combined
battle

and affiliated

fought and won, in principle, before
creationism

The

great

The traditional theological

1830.

of Christian doctrine was certain sooner or later to give way be

fore the interests
already

types of research.

for the recognition of the evolutionary aspect of things was already

added

of

scientific

a

and

philosophical movement

to the fabled word of Galileo

the further watchword,

—a

order:

counter-assertion

"And

"

:

And

which had

yet it does move,"

to the doctrine of a rigid and

it does grow."

The

of

eternal

mechanical

modern

philosophy was thus the reconciliation of real evolution with real

mechanism

(since

the nineteenth

yet

century believed

the task of overcoming the theological doctrine
theologians,

to be sure,

tendencies.

The

general

of

"

in both),

problem

rather than

special creation."

were long unaware of the meaning
public also had to be instructed.

A Darwin

needed to show the naturalists how to bring their own long-since

The

of the new
was

pronounced
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There was and still is room for many

evolutionary tendencies to a focus.

to throw light upon the synthesis which the new age

men such as Spencer

But the hindrance

needed.

was

which had prevented

of the

the philosophy

century from reviving, in full force, early Greek evolutionism,

seventeenth

(which that philosophy already treated with
but was the predominance of the mathematical

Christian theology

not

independence),

becoming

and mechanical
the consequent

conceptions

in the natural sciences of that earlier time, and

absence of an interest

This hin

in the growth of things.

of the Romantic Period, and

drance lost its main force when the philosophy

the revival of the historical and organic sciences after 1815, insured

forth due attention

one, which the various natural sciences had only

process was an inevitable

to apply in their special realms, and which theologians

like the rest of mankind, whenever
creation," viewed

of the seventeenth

Yet evolution could

own.

were bound to follow,

"

their own time was ripe.

dogma, was quite as much discredited

as a positive

spirit of the philosophy

hence

From that time on, the

to the evidences of evolution.

century

as

Special
by the

it could be by our

not take its place in philosophy

until the time

had come for recognizing the historical aspect of things.
So much

for

a

fact,

crude

in
As a

few words by way of correcting a false perspective

which the history of the idea of evolution is still popularly viewed.
inductions in the infancy of science began already

And

towards the later doctrine.
from science is precisely

as

old

the tendency

as

to exclude

is Greek philosophy

to

point

the miraculous

itself.

Nor were

even the early Greek forms of the doctrine of evolution mere guesses, as

They were hasty, but, for their time,

some writers still like to represent.

very sane, and by no means wholly unjustified, results of the early observa

They

tion of Nature.

already

included

simplicity;

(2) The further notion

that

natural genesis that our bodies have;
tionary process

The notion

: ( 1)

tionary processes are differentiations, whereby

that the evolu

variety grows out of seeming

our souls have the same sort of

(3) The

idea that the whole evolu

law, or pair of laws, and not to special

is due to a single

connected

"

with

a

rhythm of evolution and dissolution, which
also
"
"
"
"
"
and
thickening
thinning," of
cooling
is

in the universe at large,

a

is,

creations; (4) The conception that life originates from the inorganic (from
"earth," from the sea, from "slime," etc.) ; and (5) The thesis that there
rhythm of

was

keen

which made all these ideas plausible

For

if

And

a

so much.

it

heard

crude

a

is,

with
heating," or of other processes; that
rhythm of the general
"
"
"
"
and
of which we have later
integration
disintegration
type of the
and

watching of natural things

to the early Greek philosophers.

the rest, the historical motives

which

so

long delayed the trans

formation of these first crude inductions into higher scientific

shapes, were

JOSIAH ROYCE
by no means

with extremely
osophy,

They

which emphasized

the need of a recognition of the more

Thinkers were

of Nature and of universal law.

aspects, both

thus long held back from learning more about evolution, not merely

survival in culture of

a belief

in miraculous creations,

and in the very permanence
types thus often obscured,

Truth of

of natural law itself.
in men's thoughts,

by the

but still more by the

growth, in their own leading minds, of an interest in mathematics,

Thus

to do

had

important and rational motives, both of science and of phil

— motives

permanent

theological or anti-scientific.

either

solely
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in ethics,

the unchanging

truth of an historical nature.

the delay of the recognition of evolution by Science and by Philosophy,

was merely

an incident of an inevitable

one-sidedness

but this one-sidedness was in no wise unwholesome,

of human thinking;

and was due to an over

emphasis of motives that were, in part, both philosophic and scientific.

II.
In

the England in which Herbert Spencer grew up, it was, nevertheless,

the case that, in the period

were indeed

tendencies

well-known

of his boyhood and youth, all these evolutionary

remote

For

thinkers.

from the minds of the popularly

enough

the movement

hardly known in Great Britain

; the

of the Romantic philosophy

was

Continental revival of historical scholar

ship had as yet but little affected the leading tendencies of English learning;
the conservatism

and caution

of British scientific men,

as

well

as the decid

edly settled theological traditions of the country, alike served for years to
"
keep the
development theory," so far as it was discussed at all, far in the

In contributing

background.
geology,

so

largely to the growth of the new science of

British research was indeed laying

important part of the

a most

foundations for the coming evolutionary conceptions
the century; but the meaning

It

still unrecognized.

was true of Great Britain,

acknowledgment of the significance

of the latter half of

in geological

of this movement

therefore,

research was
that a public

of evolutionary ideas was still

long

a

way from the focus of attention; and it was also true that the influence
of a conservative

theology

was here far more potent

in discouraging inde

pendent philosophical inquiry than was the case in Germany.

prising, therefore,

that, when Spencer

garding his own doctrines

(ignorant

ical relationships), he should
conceptions

ally was.

as more

as he always

henceforth

a break

regard

remained

foreign country.
as the day

his own philosophy

His

is not sur
re

of their histor

the revival of evolutionary

with philosophical traditions than it actu

He, at least, was extraordinarily innocent

of nexus between
est

of

It

ultimately came to consciousness

and

regarding every sort

that of any remote period

processes were, for his consciousness,

in acknowledging every indebtedness

his own.

or

Hon

that he ever observed,
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he never learned how to regard human philosophical thought itself as an evo

Hence,

lutionary process, in which his own thinking had an organic place.
as soon as

we have, like himself,

we come to consider his own development,
for the time with tradition, and to consider

to break

This is what

training.

him in all the very

in all the unconventionality of his

of his character,

striking independence

he has now enabled

us to

of his

do by means

Autobiography.

The

of this narrative will attract, no doubt, their full share

incidents

of attention,

will

and

he so gradually

Autobiography

and

grew into his subsequent

are usually found to have passed.

No

romance made his youth stormy ; no religious period

no

great

ambition had

to

means, he was never abjectly poor.

superiors,
had

so

long

prone,

as he had such, he

little or no consciousness

Eccentric, he was never
indiscreet

despised.

criticism of his official

still cherished no personal grudges, and

of ever actually quarreling with anybody.

Moreover, he deliberately abandoned

good worldly

chances which men who

Wholly unwilling,

his ability were glad to offer him.

recognized

of slender

Always

be disappointed.

he says, to

as

had to be lived out ;

Forced to earn his living, he was never

to any uncongenial work.

Independent, and

The

doctrine.

us a life free from most of the great crises through

which men of ability and sensitiveness

long bound

concern

type of the man, and with the way in which

reasonably

shows

worldly

Our

soon become familiar to many readers.

is here more with the general

and un

able, to win favor by flattery or by social conformity, he made apparently

few or no enemies, and cemented a few very lasting and loyal friendships,

Critical of all

which, for him, were enough.

men,

he was

except occasionally in controversy; and there his obvious

ally made his sharpness of speech tolerable.
in the long run obtained

With

him.

treated

ments,

upon

occasion,

was, as we all know, wonderful, and whose

very definite

them

so

as

confirmed

A

to show his respect.

very elaborate,

and in his own way a very technical

and a friend of some of the greatest

fond, in private life, of the company
Reserving his best for
of plain folk.

device for winning
neglected

Devoid of romantic senti

of a very noble type of friendships with congenial

he was capable

women.

panion

A

material forms.

he was not only fond of children, but respected their independence,

bachelor,
and

he

from those who valued

none of the arts of the party-leader, he won, in time, a little

band of disciples whose devotion

fidelity took,

for no sympathy,

Asking

a great deal of sympathy

bitter,

never

love of truth usu

a

minds of his time, he also remained
of some decidedly

thoughtless

Huxley or a George Eliot, he still was

A

propagandist,

public favor.

him, he declined

thinker,

he still

despised

Patient in his toil

all sorts of worldly

so

every

long

people.

a good

com

ordinary

as the

public

honor when they came to
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him.

recognize

his personal
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worldly

and

were of a

relationships

very high order of moral straightforwardness.

The

great misfortune of his life was his nervous

which he had in early manhood

This, of

invalidism.

impor

some warnings, became decidedly

tant in 1854, at the age of thirty- four, and thenceforth, with various inter
and with periods

missions,

panion to the end.

of greatly increased severity, remained

Its origin was,

as his

shows, partly due to his inherited nervous
table one.

On

stress upon

the recently over-emphasized

troubles of

the other hand,

a vast

constitution — a sensitive and irri

to lay undue

even without any disposition

number of literary men

theory which regards the nervous
as

mainly due to the indirect effect

of eye-strain, no reader of Spencer's account who is accustomed
nary complaints of nervous
eye-defect

students,

erable part in his history of invalidism.

of his

the association

symptoms,

with reading

insomnia,

"

to the ordi

can fail to suspect that some sort of

unrecognized by Spencer, a very consid

almost

played probably,

his com

carefully narrated family history

"

In

his earlier descriptions

of his

and of his subsequent

head-sensations,"

even for a few minutes," and the fact that, very

early in his experience of defect, he found that he could often dictate with

out great confusion of head when he was unable to read or to write, — these
are phenomena

of a sort which we nowadays

regard

as

prima-facie evidence

that a man had better consult his oculist before becoming
in mysterious
vented

head-symptoms.

explanations

Spencer

himself, however,

any more
seems

expert

to have in

of his troubles mainly in terms of the peculiar states

which he attributed to his cerebral

circulation;

and

in the long run he

plainly decided upon his devices for self-treatment and regimen with char
acteristic

indifference to the advice of anybody

His

else.

accounts

of the

later phases of his disorder, in his middle life and old age, show the usual
marks of the man expert in a round of symptoms,
mode of attributing to them more significance
Spencer
proved

could only have viewed
much more manageable.

them

In

and in a hypochondriacal

than they probably have.

If

in another light, they might have

any case,

history is inter

this nervous

estingly free, despite the long-continued periods of incapacity

which it often

included, from the so frequent tale of deeper emotional and intellectual
disturbance

which most nervous students have to tell.

ady was, it left Spencer's
and

his associative

Whatever the mal

essential moral personality remarkably unscathed

processes

relatively intact.

It

gave

a certain

formality to his literary style, but did not injure his clearness
control of expression.

It

dreary

and

self-

gave him no periods of deeper despair of which

he thinks it at all worth while to tell.

In

the beautifully frank summary

and estimate of the worth of his life, in his closing

" Reflections,"

he plainly

tries to say both the best and the worst that, as he thinks can fairly be said,
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from

point of view, regarding the value to himself of the life

a personal

And his worst is indeed not very bad. The principal
moral consequence of his malady which he confesses was a frequently uncon
which he has passed.

trollable but very simply expressed irritability
ally swore at

in fishing,

a mishap

; so that,

perhaps, he occasion

or otherwise gave way to some outburst

which his early training and his intellectual habits alike made, in his own
eyes,

foolish.

reflexes of the moment

Such

chronic captiousness

were associated with a certain

in his judgments of people, art, etc., and with

many invalid eccentricities
famous

ear-coverings

tions.

In all

of conduct.

his reflections

fond of emphasizing

Amongst these were

he used to escape

whereby

that partly depends upon his experience
at his worst he strikes

the reader

as a man

is also

Spencer

of the emotions,

in

a way

Nevertheless, even

invalid.

as an

already

from wearing conversa

on life in the Autobiography,

the uncontrollable character

the

a good

of uncommon

freedom

from

uncontrollable emotions of a deeper sort; and one who reads, even between
the lines,

must be convinced

what the nervous

In

that Spencer was spared

a

very great deal of

invalid of a highly intellectual type generally suffers.

his worst seasons Spencer

had a good deal of aversion

to meeting

com

pany, and found the delivery of anything like a public address usually intol
erable during all his later years.

"

He

has also a little to say about

very well-known

experiences

mism,

view of life, any genuine

an altered

of

double

losing of touch

any deeper loss of control over his associative
the usual complaints of the nervous

The whole story
tional, and

than

further reacted by increasing

he

himself supposed.

his impenetrable

so little, why try to understand
his nerve-centres

His

of

are all notably absent.

in part constitu

and doubtless

modes of thought that did not directly interest

own?

pessi

incurable, defect, but one that, after all, was much more

so

"

fears,

with himself,

processes, and many other

— these

student,

suggests a very stubborn,

superficial in its significance

why exhaust

but

consciousness,"

certain

were so

them

ill

ear-stoppers

his mind to all considerations

Since he could read

as he assumed,

Since

with the needed blood,

his mind to ideas that were foreign to his

thus remain

typical of his persistent

closing of

which did not either support his predetermined

theories, or else help him occasionally

Apart from

him.

books that could not instruct him?

supplied,

by opening

"

Upon his work it

isolation from all trains and

to reassert himself in vigorous polemic.

his invalidism, Spencer

(as appears from his letters

to his

father and to his friends, and in his own story) early showed traits which
remain

throughout, at every stage of his career, very unchanging.

from all the ordinary emotional
vehement

in this

personal

sense

affections,

humane,

of weaker

Free

men,

free, also,

from

yet kindly disposed, passively

benevolent,

and

excesses

he was most of all characterized

not by his sentiments,
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An

but by his ways of thinking and modes of action.
of opinion forbade

stubbornness

conquerable

him

but un

unaggressive

to acquire

ideas by any

He inquired keenly, and into a very great variety of
Yet what is usually meant by great breadth of mind is not to be
of him.
For he could adapt his thoughts to no mental undertaking

but his own.

method
subjects.
asserted

which he himself had not first predetermined

his understanding of

; and

other people's intellectual interests was always of the slightest
was possible in so well-informed

In

a man.

ate; but any plan which he had once determined

degree that

he was cool and deliber

action

him

dominated

upon

Thus when, in middle life,

sort of calm and passionless obsession.

as a

he

had

to see the eruption of Vesuvius without the aid of the guides

once resolved

(whose fees offended him), the dangers of hot lava had no importance for
him, until he had passed through and seen what he came to see.
In youth,
therefore,

long

so

to other men for employment,

as he looked

frequently, and seemed

employers

made up his mind to produce

ically ingenious,

a

In

his engineering

and discovered

but never became

a

but avoided public life.

His intellectual

his problems.

free, were automatic,

into

a

He

systematic

He

soon as he

He

solved

of some impor

theorem

made natural-history collec
physical

experiments,

the edge of political

that he never puzzled over

records

processes, so far as his invalidism left them

At

untroubled.

pleasing,

plan.

his

years he was mechan

He performed
He paused at

naturalist.

but was no thorough-going physicist.
activities,

so

list of inventions.

a geometrical

tance, but never went far in mathematics.
tions,

But

rolling-stone."

and he records a considerable

problems

he changed

his system, nothing could thenceforth distract

him from the single great task.
mathematical

"

The

synthetic

last they formed themselves
was

philosophy

the

outcome

of

this plan.
Spencer
his mind.

records how each of the leading ideas of his system grew up in

First

came a love for tracing the causes of things,

early led him to the notion that Nature permits no miracles,
esses

which

that all proc

of Nature are unbroken and continuous, and that all which is beyond

the realm

of discoverable

law is altogether

unknowable.

assurance that, even as he himself was of an independent

liberty ought to
his neighbor's
surance

be hindered,

liberty.
"

that the

Third

development

so

long

as such

came, slowly
theory

"

Second

spirit,

for living things,

by natural causes, and connected

of life.

Finally

as

by

in general was needed to ac
Next came the notion

that, in particular, the life of the mind must be understood

of all the phenomena

so no man's

growing in his mind, the

count for every other natural event and product.
determined

came an

did not interfere with

a man

must account

means of a natural process, just as causation

ment,

a love

as a develop

with the development

came the conviction that a

full

and
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theory of Nature, in which the organic and inorganic worlds were

coherent

united by the working of universal laws, not only would explain,

far

so

that was possible, the growth of things, but also would furnish a system
atic and complete foundation for his own never-changing individualistic
as

In

ethics, and for his sturdy, old-fashioned British liberalism.
main work of Spencer's

this way, the

life came to be an effort to bring into synthesis an

organic theory of the unity of the evolutionary process, with a doctrine re
garding the freedom and the rights of the individual which had come down
to him from an age when evolution and the organic unity of things had in
deed interested

This particular

Englishmen but little.

evolution with individual independence
and consequently

To

remains

most instructive, features

go more into detail,

he carefully narrates

the idea of the supernatural was

hood,

of Spencer's teaching.

this evolution of Spencer's

the process, occurred

somewhat

as

in him.

"

as

In child

follows:
so

Before he knew why, he had learned,

father's intending this result, to disbelieve in miracles
hood,

own main ideas,

rapidly sent into the background

of his mind by that search for causes which his father
vated

synthesis of organic

one of the most paradoxical

constantly culti

quite

; and so,

without

his

in early man

the current creed and its associated story of creation," came, by in

In

sensible steps, to be abandoned.

large" was

soon

"latent."

For,

universality of natural causation

Spencer

as

"

a

consequence,

has for its inevitable

that the Universe and all things

belief in evolution at

"The

says:

doctrine of the

corollary the doctrine

in it have reached their present

"

This

through successive stages physically necessitated."

latent

"

forms
assur

ance first began to become explicit when, at twenty years of age, Spencer
read Lyell's Principles

One of the chapters of Lyell was de

of Geology.

voted to refuting Lamarck's theory of the origin of species ; and this chapter,

such views.
ness,

tells us,

That

by contrast,

"

had the effect of giving me a decided leaning to

is,

as Spencer

as he

"

just

tells us, Lyell's chapter brought to his conscious

what his own belief in the uniformity of Nature really im

plied as to the origin of organic forms.
years later, in 1842, when Spencer's
a

dom as far as possible,"
to the Nonconformist

defence of the

of both

political and ethical interests

tendency

and when he consequently

newspaper

there was shown, in these letters,
the phenomena

"

on

"

The Proper
"

as he

individual

tells us,

to carry individual free
wrote

a

Two

had led him to attempt

series of letters

Sphere of Government,"

an unhesitating belief that

life and social life conform to law."

There was also expressed the view that the functions, the instincts,

Spencer

in

the position

in which the creature

is

organs of any creature, whether animal, plant, or man,

placed."

"

"

and the

are dependent

upon

Surround it," continues

one of these letters, speaking of any such creature,

"

with circum
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stances which preclude

for any one of its faculties,

the necessity

faculty will become gradually impaired.
a situation where one
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.

.

and that

Place a tribe of animals

.

of their attributes is unnecessary

— take

in
its

away

natural exercise, — diminish its activity, and you will gradually destroy its
power.

Successive generations

will

faculty, or instinct, or whatever

see the

it may be, become gradually weaker, and an ultimate degeneracy of the race

will inevitably

All

ensue.

way of expressing himself.
son of such tendencies

interfered with, and if he is

by the state from the necessity

Here,

world.

social

as

A

whole later theory.

functions will best occur

to his social

are not artificially

"

and of finding his own relatively

powers,

then, was his early

in the form of the assertion explicitly made in these

his relations to society

not protected

This,

Man."

at this time, accordingly read the les

Spencer,

that man's proper adaptation

letters,

if

this is true of

of exercising

his individual

" with

equilibrium

stable

natural process of adaptation

gradually determines

the functions ; and, in some greater or less measure, the structures,

This

beings.

It

law.

of living

process is an instance of some all-pervasive system of physical

if undisturbed,

leads,

which in themselves

The

his

points out, are already the germs of the

Spencer

tend

conditions of stable equilibrium

to certain

to be good

for the creature

directly concerned.

social lesson is that the state ought not to interfere with this natural

process of the evolution of the social individual.

In rewriting
Spencer
ress

"

the discussions

recognized

thus begun

is from conditions wherein

" unlike
conditions wherein

to

brief, that

In
"

"

in these

cases

" like
"

of an organism is

heterogeneity

years,

"

perform

"

perform

The

the
and

a change

of structure,"

evolutionary conceptions.

"

and in societies,

in 1850,
"
prog

like functions,"

unlike functions,"

— in

progress is from the uniform to the multiform."

the physiological division of labor,"

to

parts

parts

the immediately subsequent

development

for his Social Statics,

that alike in living organisms

Milne-Edwards conception
Von Baer's formula that
"

from

were both

to

ideas thus acquired

Spencer's

were

the

of structure

homogeneity

added

of

range

of

quickly general

ized so as to receive application to the philosophy of literary style, to psy

chological phenomena
As Spencer proceeded,

generally, and to the evolution of social institutions.
in 1854-1855,

"

to the completion

of the first edition

"

that the ad
suddenly led to the perception
of his Psychology, he was
"
from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous is a universal trait of
vance
progress,
effects,"

inorganic, organic, and super-organic."
and

"

the instability of the homogeneous

them in his mind as the

"

causes

1858 he definitely opposed to the

"

The
were,

"

multiplication

" of this " universal transformation."
"
"
"
process of evolution

tion," and regarded the rhythm of these processes

of

by 1857, both of

that of

as a mechanical

In

dissolu

necessity
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to which all teleological

interpretations of evolution must be subordinated.
"
conceptions of the transition from
the definite to the indefinite," and
"
"
of the part which
integration
plays in evolution, gradually became clear

The

partly during the course of the development

to Spencer,

of the Psychology,

The

partly after the issue of the first edition of the First Principles.

The new conceptions
of Synthetic Philosophy was begun in i860.
which Darwin's Origin of Species furnished, in the course of the same
year, were very generously welcomed and considered, but were rather too
System

easily assimilated

length, the
tionary

great

theory was

in

step

of

organization

the

"

when he found

taken

And in

to his own generalizations.

by Spencer

final

1864, at

Spencer's

evolu

"

suddenly disclosed

"

the

truth that integration is a primary process and differentiation a secondary
process ; and that thus, while the formation of a coherent

universal trait of Evolution,
is but an almost

sequent,

sub

necessarily

universal trait; the one being unconditional and

What

the other conditional."

is the

aggregate

of heterogeneity,

the increase

was

still further added,

in 1867,

related

rather to a matter of detail.
One who reviews

this process in its relation to the general

history of

the conception

of evolution in recent times, is afresh impressed

often observed

fact that the centre of Spencer's

ways

remained

somewhat

from the matters which mainly engaged

remote

the popular or the scientific

either

during the years when the

attention

The popular

evolutionary controversy was warmest.

readers

and of other evolutionists were usually most concerned

"Has

there

scended

or is religion,

upon

a

the

in these more
as:

broadly speculative
"

man

Has Darwin's

the origin or the transformation

"

inquiry?"

de

The

controversy were also often
But

questions.

tasks led them to lay more emphasis,

such questions

"Is

mind, or, again,

human

purely natural product of evolution?"

men who took part in the Darwinian

interested
technical

"Is

animals?"

of Darwin

with the questions:

all?"

transformation of species at

from the lower

conscience,
scientific

been any

with the

philosophical interests al

their own

during the years since 1860,

any other) theory brought
of species definitely within the range of

(or

Is Darwin's account, or (in later stages
of the discussion) is some rival account of the factors to which the origin
" "
of species is due, probably a correct or an adequate one?
Do the new
scientific

legitimate

theories
branches
applied ?

Now,
decidedly
questions

aid

"

us in formulating

What

definite

inquiry than

of special

do we know about

Spencer's

philosophical

different

topics

from

hypotheses

those

to which

the ancestry

interests
any

of

had,
these.

that
they

help
have

of man
as

other

far been

?

their

The

us in
so

main

object,

just-mentioned

of the more popular type never gave him serious concern,

after
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once his early years were passed.
sible for the gradual development
mental

and social

result of the general

that some natural process was respon

of living beings, and

had appeared

phenomena,
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belief in causation,

of man, and of all

so

sure to him, as an inevitable

It

during the forties.

already

ap

peared sure to him for the same reasons that make some sort of evolution
acceptable

It

induction.

It

of Greece.

to the first philosophers

result of scientific

was so far, for him, no

of his now-

simply a consequence

was

settled habit of believing in the existence of a natural cause for everything.

On

the other hand, the more special Darwinian

ested him, never

reached

the first

contributed to such discussions,
shorter

But

essays.

with such things.

as a

He

and anti-Darwinian

of organic evolution, much

ments regarding the factors

He

in his mind.

of importance

grade

late in his career,

argu

later inter

as they

some of the best of his

he was only by the way concerned

philosopher

was rather busy, in the main,

with the finding of a

formula general enough to cover the whole range of evolutionary phenom
ena, and with proving that this formula correctly described

evolution,

so

far

as that

cause is knowable at all.

This

"

thing much more general than is any one of the hypothetical
of evolution."

As a philosopher,

sible for this general

Spencer

is therefore

the

"

cause

cause

"

special

" of

is some

"

factors

most of all respon

formula, and for undertaking to show that it applied

to all sorts of evolutionary processes.

III.
And

so we come, at

of the

a restatement

vocabulary is

as

chronic incidents

length, in our account of Spencer, to an attempt at

sense

of Spencer's

formula.

chronic an incident of his books
of his life.

Let

us try, for the moment,

we can our own words, while still stating,

Our words may be not as good as
In the world at large, matter

Spencer's

as

own peculiar

as his head-symptoms

faithfully

as

to use as

we may, his

and energy

(so Spencer

constantly passing from one configuration or arrangement

away.

If

animals,

as

case.

his ; but change is often restful.
points

out) are

to another.

this ceaselessly takes place, particular things, — suns, systems, planets,
nents, forests, plants,

were

far

men, societies, mental

As
conti

states — appear and pass

now we try to look over the whole range of the vast process

thus presented

larger outlines,

to us, we observe that what happens can be reduced,

in its

to two opposed special processes, which more or less rhyth

mically take each other's place in any given part of the world, according
to the prevalent conditions that the relations of this part of the world to the

cool, condense, contract,

that they formerly contained

solidify, stiffen, harden, while the
in part (often

in

closely together,
energy

One of these processes occurs when bodies collect more
is,

rest determine.

very great part),
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lost, being spread out as radiant energy over vast spaces,
to other bodies.

"

Wherever such processes of

The

there occurs what we shall call evolution.
bodies get expanded,

This

widely distributed.

"

integration

It

sundered,

scattered,

process, wherever it predominates,

primary feature of what we call dissolution.

predominate,

other process occurs when

vaporized, evaporated,

liquefied,

away

or conducted

constitutes

the

can occur only when into

(by radiation or otherwise) from
or similar events, lead to distributions of

of bodies energy is introduced

a system

other systems, or when collisions,

energy which involve local heating,

Our

and the like.

expansion,

main at

tention is to be devoted to the one of these processes which is called evolution.
the contraction, and the hard

of nebular origin.

in

is

is
a

the bottom

of

definitely.

It

Thus, the outside of

while the inside

vessel, while the top remains
these

"

secondary

"

and so on in

clear liquid;

changes which are responsible

for what

That

we usually regard as the most important phenomena of evolution.

of matter condense, they often form clumps which are
the stage of absolute

on the one hand, and the state of an absolutely

of the mass on the other hand.

A

somewhat

viscous

this crust,

is

so soft

easily pass

to retain,"

receive, and marble
body.

nor yet

that the traces of what has hap

away.

The

human

peculiarly complex instance of

Whatever happens to its sense-organs, may impress
yielding are its minutest structures.

impressible.

quently contains

not
a

only when

is

tentive as

it
it is

does so, — so delicately

brain,

" wax
a

pened to or

in

ably hard and solidified,

of this general type are numerous.
Our planet
"
Its crust
neither unchange
plastic body."

a

such

is

plastic bodies

whole,

more

Ex

for some time the traces of such changes.

a

is

it
as

"

A

itself,

able to retain

is

amples

"
of
a

hand,

body

But, on the other

or less plastic to changes which are impressed upon it.

to

plastic

and normally

Yet

it

parts

or solidity

hardness

free internal mobility of the
is

state between

it,

fact that, as masses

in an intermediate

the

due to the

is

changes can become so important as they do become

secondary

cool

still liquid;

solution cools, may gather at

as an oversaturated

a

which form

form upon

is

the crystals

in the same way

not placed or influenced

placed or influenced.

crust

going on, there also

one part of the mass

is

a

which another part

ing mass may have

rainy day,

But sometimes, while this

process of evolution

whole grows denser,

drops on

formed), by the condensation

processes, due to the fact that

secondary

as

so

So

by other processes.

as re

body can possess some degree of this plasticity

too dense and

stiff in structure,

good deal of molecular energy;

and when

it

in

which

one

it,

"

occur

"
"
primary
"

or

uncomplicated

(if

formed

mass of cooling material

is

of

a

or when an asteroid

is

for instance, when vapor condenses and falls

is

it

is,

ening, of masses of matter, may go on uncomplicated

a

the condensation,

together,

a

gathering

is

The

conse

while, at the same time,
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it must be stiff enough to resist strain to such an extent

as is needed to enable

it to keep the traces of what happens to it.

Now,

in the

especially

changes aforesaid

"

secondary

which go on, indeed, chiefly when condensation

(changes

changes

are not mere cases

ing type

:

of condensation), follow

a

law of the follow

—

If

the parts of any large body are at any moment

in some specific respect,
action

"

the

in the region of the world which is in question, although these

predominates

( 1)

of the plastic bodies,

case

as they then

can be

of some cause, made for a moment

if

(e.g.,

as nearly

as

nearly alike,

they are, through the

of the same

as possible

if

through and through, will cool unequally in its different parts

temperature

;

a

it

a

is,

temperature), then, unless the causes which especially determined the occur
"
"
rence of just this state persist, it is certain that this relative
homogeneity
"
will prove unstable." That
be for
time of the same
large body,

rule of an evolutionary process, that

general

out of the various parts of

passing

will

at various rates, while the condensation

in the different parts concerned,

pass

also at various rates

proceed

that there will

so

will

system

a

be

be

a

which

the energy

will

a

consequence,

is

In

it

for the different parts will be differently exposed to the surrounding world.

constant

tendency

If

But

abiding.

liquid, the results of this inner differ

as fast as they appeared,

the body in question,

since nothing would there

or the mass of bodies,

in

a

be

if

entiation would be lost

gas or

is

were

a

the mass in question

a

of the evolving mass to develop within itself more and more differences.

plastic

condition, the results of many or all of these successive differentiations
permanent

as

shells,

wrinkles, furrows, variations of internal consistency

— and

of structure

or

;

of

brain,

tiating and plastic mass,

as

thus ages,

will

react by its various structure

upon the play of the external forces which impinge

upon it.

is

be cumulative, and

And

will

subject.

will

so

its

The

tend more

so one explains

first liquid, and of nearly equal heat throughout, gradually
cools.

Each new differentiation of its crust

slowly grows more solid

;

its structure as

retained by this plastic body as

it

planet,

complicates
is

will

to which

to the differentiation of the plastic body.

it

a

how

multiplication of effects

"

grow more various,
it

as its parts

turn render more various the new influences
resulting

of

to the surrounding world, the differen

its relations

the differentiating plastic body,

and more

as spe

as customs

As the sand bank, once formed, deflects the very stream that deposited

"

as

so on endlessly.

(2) Meanwhile, in
and consistency,

as habits

in it,

society,

it

a

cially differentiated types of movement; or

will

rinds, and crusts; or

a

in such forms

be retained

and these traces

of past differentiation react upon the influences of air, sunlight, ocean, until
the climates

of deserts and mountain ranges, of seashores and of the interiors
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of continents,

become more

and

more

Spencer's opinion, why an organism,
up to its limits, a constant

Equally

various.

one explains,

in

human brain, or a social order, shows,

a

of variety in its structure and in its

increase

functions.

(3) But

differentiation is not all that results in the course

progressive

The

of this secondary evolution.
it slowly integrates,

as

energies within and about a plastic body,

not merely

tend

to the formation

of

variety, but to the evolution of order amidst the confusion.
there are forms of energy

cer insists,

like

current of air, or like

a

forms of energy

will always

which act like

a common

are to be considered

groups

as

unlike

"

regation

objects

in unlike ways."

(i.e., of sorting)

evolution

;

the

of large masses, etc., are found wher

of energy will move or will transform

"

They

like forces."

some of the forms of radiant energy,

gravitation due to the neighborhood

"

of

"

Spen

These

and pervasive social tendency.

Now
"

ever bodies are undergoing differentiation.

"

as

of water, or

a stream

be present when a plastic body is subject to secondary

since all the forms of fluid action,

confused

a

For,

"

like

The

which one

results

sees

these more massive forms

"

objects

will

in like ways," and
sort of

be the

when light dust

from heavy dust by the wind, or when light sediment

"

seg

separated

is

is separated

from

heavy sediment by the action of streams and of gravity, or when the approach

of

a magnet

segregates

iron particles

men of a roving disposition

from

a confused

or when

aggregate,

from home-staying

are segregated

folk by the

exciting attraction of some newly discovered country or gold mine
the soldiers

To

;

or when

to the war, leaving wives and children at home.

go together

this general factor, endlessly

in its working by the conditions

complicated

of organic or of social structure, Spencer attributes

the fact that the plastic

bodies (subject as they are not only to forces which diversify their parts and

but also to forces which tend to group like objects and parts to

activities,
gether,

and

to sunder

attain what he calls
ite

" structure

unlike objects

"

definite

"

and parts),

tend in the long run to

from one another,

in orderly

A "

structure and arrangement.

is one wherein the outlines are clear,

sharp boundaries

but arranged

a

fashion.

the parts

defin

divided

by

and the whole not only differentiated,

This

"

segregation

"

process

may

be

union of the general process of condensation
or of
"
"
"
"
integration
upon which the
primary evolution
depends, with the

viewed

as

a

special

process of differentiation itself.

(4) As
cases

a consequence

of the processes thus described,

where it is both primary and secondary,

summed up as follows :
attended

evolution in the

has a character

which may be

Evolution is the consolidation of a mass of matter,

by a loss of some of the energy that this mass contained ; while, as

this consolidation takes places, both

the matter concerned

and

the energy
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of

in which there is little firmness
little sharpness of contours,

of arrangement,

and

inner resemblance of part and part, to a state in which there is great

firmness of structure, much orderliness

contour, and much
whole process,

of arrangement,

much

sharpness

This

of part and part.

inner variety and difference

of

insists, is due to the fact that as the mass concerned

as Spencer

loses some of its energy the different relations

of the consolidating aggregate,

being differently affected by the surroundings, tend to grow more and more

unlike, while the more permanent

forces that play upon the whole tend to

sort out the parts of the whole, and to dispose them in more or

less

sharply

layers or sections ; and while, too, in case the mass in question

sundered

body, it not only undergoes

plastic

sufficiently

is a

these changes, but as it ages,

preserves the traces of former changes, so that the latter become the founda

tion of

cumulative increase of former tendencies.

a

The evolutionary

process thus

each limited mass of matter.

longer plastic body will

in such equilibrium with its surroundings

be

resist, by its inner consistency
as these

of structure and of movement,

surroundings are able to bring to

will not

rium, however,

capable of further

be

upon

of

The

everlasting.

This

in it.

pass

as to

such changes

state of equilib

once plastic

body,

now in

organization, will finally meet conditions to which its
Forces, such

structure is not adapted.

will play

must have its limits in case

defined

When these limits are once reached, the no

it and destroy it.

as

attrition, collision, and the like,

Dissolution will succeed evolution.

in

is,

IV.
Such

outline, Spencer's general view concerning the character

causes of evolution, and concerning the place of evolution in Nature.

of such generality and inclusiveness

quiring from its author an exposition

The

tant theses.
account

A

could not be stated without re

of many other fundamentally impor

theory appeared upon its face to supplant any theological

of the origin of natural phenomena.

Hence

it

doctrine

and

was necessary

to

This under
its turn, demanded the statement of
taking,
of
knowledge. The
theory
result of these requirements was the section of Spencer's First Principles
"
which dealt with
The Unknowable."
On the other hand,
the general
if

a

in

make explicit the author's attitude towards religious problems.

relations

in Spencer's

Furthermore,

opinion belonged

summary

account

to the realm

in

formula described.
as

an

"

This

this

need was met

so far as these

of the

of the type of mental

order to enable one to compare

needed

life

theory of the

and material processes was required,

general

of mental

phenomena,

"

knowable."

evolution was

type with that which the
by

between mental

a

relations

to psychological

a

doctrine was to be applied

Spencer's

adjustment of internal to external

interpretation
relations," — an
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interpretation which, abstract

as its

formulation was, has proved of no small

service in directing the course of subsequent

in addition, the general formula of evolution was to

When,

inquiry.

psychological

in the socio

be applied

logical field, more special theories of the various types of social phenomena
were needed.

And

here Spencer's

doctrines

as to the

origin and evolution

of religion, and his analyses of the militant and industrial types of social
Finally, the

evolution, were the results of efforts to meet this requirement.
formula had to

be

adapted,

in the region of ethics.

namely,

in the region

applied

to which

While

it appeared

Spencer,

activities

in terms of the tendency

towards individual

librium,"

was able to bring to pass various connections

change which he attributed to a plastic

be

observed

harmonize and consolidate,

as men's lives

and

social

between

equi

the type

body undergoing secondary

tion, and the type of change which is to
conduct

the least

conceiving ethical
"

in character

and

his ethical theory is much

conditions than it is a new result which evolutionary science contributes
knowledge.

special theses which

of evolution, and
of all, however,

Yet in all
stand

these regions

side by side with

so constitute

of inquiry Spencer was led to
of the formula

his statement

parts of his contribution to philosophy.

"

tests by which Spencer's

In

the value of the system of ideas which

opponents

controversial

too often

and not in the light of considerations

Thus, for instance,

variance

have altogether

sought

to

try

the end, a system of this sort must be judged in the light of what

it tries to accomplish,
to it.

Most

unification of science."

to estimate

attempt

we have thus sketched, it is well at once to lay aside certain
him.

to

he himself felt that the formula of evolution was his most

important contribution to the

When we

in

of an old-fashioned English Liberal upon modern social

more the comment

human

of

evolu

as myself

an idealist,

I

which are foreign

find myself profoundly at

with Spencer's theory of knowledge, and with his doctrine of the

Unknowable.

Yet, viewing

the man

historically,

I

have to see that

concern with the problem of knowledge was, comparatively speaking,
dental importance

to him ; that he never attacked

serious and reflective
elaborately

the problem

his

of inci

with any very

interest in finding where the problem

stated analyses

of

ries of the Metaphysicians,"

"

lay ; and that his
"
the
Theo
"
of Knowledge
had

The Universal Postulate," of
"
of

and

their place in his exposition merely

the

Relativity

as conscientious

but uninstructed prelim

inary efforts to clear the way for quite other considerations,

in which he was

Otherwise, these discussions of knowledge and being
expressed his classic limitation to certain very simple intuitions, — the whole
positively interested.

some, straightforward
seen

intuitions of an English Radical, who, having early

that we can know about natural causation,

about theology,

but cannot know anything

and that we can know our rights and our duties, but cannot
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make out what it is that interests some people in Plato, in Kant, and in all

— henceforth

such speculators,
sake of bringing

to sharp

only for the

ultimate problems

reflects upon

the beliefs

expression

he never

that

learned

to

or to analyze.
limitations are

this side, then, Spencer's

make one's judgment of him

dependent

his effort to do this

never

able critically

value

of his principle formula.

How far did
In trying

as

it is unfair to

What

he undertook

as obvious

them.

aspects of the world of empirical facts.

to do was to reduce to unity certain

That

upon

turned upon fundamental ideas which

to scrutinize, is of less importance

The

real

judgment turn mainly upon his tendency
to

the

of Spencer

case

we must again beware of making our

to answer this question,

material phenomena

in

question

evolution

he help people to understand

was

he

in estimating the
is,

On

?

question,

formulas derived

to apply

of mental

description

from

moral processes.

and

Whatever our view of the nature of things, we all must admit that, since
processes are associated with the functions of material organ

useful, for certain

the natural history of

to approach

purposes,

anything general can

as an

is

to try to describe,

way that you can, the lawful connections

The

nomena.

I

For

former.

when

sovereignty

the most exact and orderly

between mental

and material phe

closer and the more exact you show such connections

the nearer you come to illustrating the reasonableness

to be,

of things in the order

Moreover, since physical phenomena are more describable

of Nature.
are mental

describ

he knows that

the best way to vindicate the

you are studying phenomena,
of reason in the world

must use

true idealist fears least of all such use of

aid in psychology.

in

formulations

A

ing the evolution of my mind.

that

and ac

the evolution

be said about

of my body, that will give me some propositions
physical

processes, so far

terms of their neural and motor expressions

Hence,

companiments.

if

possible,

in

as that

is

mind from the physical side, and to describe psychological

in

mental
is

isms,

it

human

natural science approaches

phenomena,

Hence whoever regards

than

the latter through

the

the evolution of mind as an incident of

some physical process of consolidation or of mechanical

differentiation, offers

no ultimate truth about

of being; but

of matter and mind,

For,
will

formula

a

with

formula was intended to hold true of phenomena only.
student of phenomena,

rather

He ought not, therefore,

than

with

"

to be condemned

teleology,"
merely

Now,
Further

was with

I

anism," in the general

sense,

spiritual

true of the phenomena

of — phenomena.

true precisely

remain

more, that Spencer's business, as

believe.

such

he

who recognizes what the business

regard as in the least inconsistent

a

Spencer's

it

interpretation of reality.

nature

is

should

a

is,

also asserts something

of human science

the inmost

which no idealist,
if

us, of course,

"

also

mech

fully

because he un

if

enlightening

and

then, this:

processes of evolution

"

This

the question

"

have been

of it otherwise.
his

unifica

generalization at

a

of the purely phenomenal
sound

once

in regard to Spencer

question

?

'

tion

is,

The fair

He would

terms.

he had conceived

'

evolution in mechanical

to conceive

false to his just philosophical purpose

is

dertook
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true

whose

upon

it,

to the question

as he states

In favor of

not simple.

is

poets.

This

process the modern

far

so

now

as we can

process, which, as

single describable

invariant in type, whether

it

apparently instances of

a

of energy, in the physical world, are all of them,
process,

for

Spencer's

fact that the transformations

stands the unquestionable

see,

phenomenal

a

The answer
mula,

is

answer his main value for philosophy depends.

takes place in stars or in plants or

in

doctrine of energy, which was very incom

pletely developed when Spencer began to work out his ideas, has undertaken
of which one deals with the perma

to formulate in two main propositions,
the quantity of the energy

of

nence

of any closed physical

within

system

which such transformations take place, while the second proposition defines

It

colder body).

when heat energy

that any evolutionary

unquestionable

exemplify both these principles, but must

For

illustrate the second of the two.

especially

tends to pass

having to do

the second,

with the directions which types of change follow, defines what are,

gen

eral, and on the whole, irreversible series of transformations of energy,

of the evolutionary processes

have any describable

physical

to give us any physical

no

Spencer

its appli

evolutionary

accordingly singles

Such processes go on, as instances of the second prin
system whose

higher levels than are the levels of the energy
whole losing what Spencer
as Spencer

sees,

prefers

to

energies

are upon

of its surroundings,

call its

"

contained

is

ciple of the theory of energy, wherever

But,

then,

evolutionary processes, those instances in Nature where consoli

dation predominates.

the

organ

of energy.
too wide

definition of what distinguishes

a

as his

There

at least in part furnished to us by the theory

processes from those of the type of dissolution.

out,

An

aspects whatever; and this

But the general theory of energy, taken by itself,
cation

the fact that,

all the evolutionary processes,

is

is

formula

as they

so

no char

return to the type of its own early condition.

an universal formula, which includes

far

so

than

dissolution, but never grows young again.

undergoes
doubt,

more obvious

they also are of an irreversible type.

in

ages, but cannot

ism

in

cases,

And

is,

in all the important

on

motion."

the most of the evolutionary processes, and in partic

ular the organic processes, involve something

which

is

acteristic

into account.

are taken
is

far

total systems concerned

as the

It

must

system,

given

in

process which takes place

is

hotter to

a

from

a

under given conditions (as, for instance,

a

take in

the direction which the transformations of energy

quite different from
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mere consolidation.
esses

in question

hereupon

as the

In

prefers

to speak of this other aspect of the proc

secondary

evolution

one of the most

appears

stated.
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obvious

"

of the plastic bodies.

of organic evolution, consolidation, in the main,

case

But

difficulties of the doctrine

as

appears,

of this sort of evolution, — a feature to which the

not as a primary feature

differentiation of organs is but an incident, but

itself a comparatively in

as

cidental feature, while on the whole, the very reverse of consolidation now

In

predominates.

organic evolution involves the taking in of

general,

en

ergy from the environment, and the consequent presence of various anabolic
processes which are, in type, the reverse of the consolidations which take
place when bodies cool, stiffen,

to social evolution, when the means of communication, the high

made as

training
against

Similar assertions can be

and grow harder.

and

of individuals,

nutrition

rooms,

which work

motives

the physical

the crowding of masses in single

and so on, tend

to intro

duce more movements and wider separations with the structure of a society.
It is indeed true that, in all such cases, there are various " integrations "

which Spencer
increasing

can easily

mobility

and

point out, which accompany
Tissues harden,

expansion.

crowds in theatres grow more numerous,
ture of the organisms
signs of absorbing

in question,

in order to

and the consequent

so

far of growing less consolidated

But it is only necessary to consider how the sun's

of all the organic evolutionary processes on the earth's

heat is the supporter
surface,

see that,

tendency

in the organic world, the absorption
of

masses

of matter to assume

dated structure than the structure which characterizes

roundings in the inorganic world,
predominant feature

together

of evolution in this

which bones and horns and hardened
rather the subordinate

If

grow bigger,

cities

at the same time when the struc

or of the social groups, also shows many

new energies, and in

in its internal structure.

these processes of

feature

their immediate

constitute,
realm,

of energy

a less consoli

sur

on the whole, the

while the consolidation

skin and crowded cities exemplify is

of the evolution of the living organisms.

this be so, how can evolution be described

a single

as

process, of

which consolidation is the primary, while what occurs in the plastic bodies
is the secondary

aspect?

Have we not rather one process in the inorganic

world when the sun, losing heat, shrinks, and another,
posed process, in the organic world,
sun, caught by the earth
processes of expansive

and

relatively op

when the radiant energy of this very

and the air in spring-time leads to the manifold

life which then occur,

as the climate

grows warmer?

One of these processes is predominantly a shrinking, the other a swelling.

Or

is it well to say :

Evolution is primarily

a process

of the loss of energy,

and so of consolidation, but secondarily (in plastic bodies), a process which

includes much absorption

of new energy and much assumption

of less con
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solidated

shrink, but secondarily

swell

?

If

I

Do

structure on the part of matter?

evolution, — the

what is my

so,

I

when

evolve

primarily
shrinking

or the swelling?
Spencer
examples
many

has ready

He

organisms.

in the just-mentioned

partly, no doubt,

his answer,

of consolidation occurring

in

one part of the life-process)

(as

that unless the sun were shrinking,

may add, also,

Hence, he
would not get any new energy to absorb.
"
primary," the expanding aspect of the
may still insist, the shrinking is the
the living organisms

"

processes of living things is the

anabolic

"

But one answers:

Am I

process, by thus merely coming

I

opposed processes?"

should

"

secondary

aspect.

aided in understanding evolution as a single
to see that it is rather a complex
indeed

be

of mutually

if

aided by just such an insight

Spencer told me wherein lay the unity of these opposed processes when they
together

far

evolution.

constitute

as he shows

me that both

But he does not tell me this, except in

and the swelling of the living matter,
energy-process.

lution.

I

of the all-pervasive

are consequences

But that energy-process

Wherein am

so

kinds of processes, the shrinking of the sun
dissolution

includes

as

well

then yet wiser as to just what constitutes

as evo

evolution

?

Again, to say that the solar system as a whole is steadily losing energy
"
integrating," while the heating of the earth's

by radiation, and is in so far
surface

by the sun's

rays is only local, — this is not to show me that the

first of these processes is

a

primary aspect of evolution, while the other

For

only the secondary aspect of evolution.

formula

Spencer's

is

to say

seems

that all evolution is first (and unconditionally) integration, while, some
times (conditionally), evolution is also the secondary evolution of the plastic
bodies.

I

But what

since secondary

seem

vain does one add
primary evolution

"

:

But the secondary

is more

local and what not.

was

to find is that not all evolution is integration,

evolution often means the very reverse of integration.

formula for the general
process of evolution.

I

widespread."

What

I

description,
can therefore

was

evolution is a local incident

I

was

not asking

promised

was

In
; the

to learn what

a single

consistent

and then for the special types of the
indeed see that,

if all evolution

is a,

while, in addition, some of it is not only a but also b, — then the unity of the
"
" evolution,
formula is kept, in that primary
which is a, is a genus, whereof
the a that is b, viz., secondary

evolution, is then a species.

tion is in large part not a, but the very reverse of

a.

I

But what

instead of this is that primary evolution is indeed a, while secondary

find

evolu

Where, now, is the

unity of the formula?
One fears, then, that this

is

so

far the main

consolidation, except in those highly important
sion.

Often it is both.

result: — Evolution

cases

where

is a

it is an expan
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Many

at all.

unity by precisely such an union of opposing

process keeps its

a

But the formula

tendencies.

is so far simply unenlightening, because it does not tell me wherein this

unity lies.
great

Differentiation,

features:

and

The differentiation

through segregation.

is

of

increase

the

It

in itself.

evolution considered

to the secondary

pass

involves

definiteness

cumulative process, due to

a

it,

Let us
two

the fact that a plastic body keeps the traces of what has happened to
basis for new

The

upon its various parts.

segregation

The differentiating
which

and also smaller particles,
a

due to the sorting types of forces,

we have here again two types of processes which are often opposed

to each other.

as

and

produced

be

in our summary.

such as were before exemplified

Now

of effects to

varieties
is

constantly prepares

a

so

break off great rocks,

forces of erosion

far confusedly differ from one another

so

glacier carries them down the mountain valley.

Later on the mountain
in

torrents and later still the rivers of the plain, sort out the various kinds of
order, present
The subsequent mud-deposits, stratified and set
sediment.

I

as

when

in

It

learn, and simplifies

more heterogeneous

I

is

conduct

so

of Nature

touch

"

in

like

"

things

brief, re

Circumstances dif

society.

My
My

makes them one again.

as

come to understand.

am learning to dance than

is

mind differentiates

"

I

men, and the

ferentiate

"

arranges

that sharp contours appear;

so

duces as well as increases varieties.

is

away varieties,

wears

together,

when

find out how to dance smoothly.
illustrates

peatedly

need not tell Spencer

Nor

all.

tendencies
Segregation

What

respects, towards

constitutes

account

does not tell us.

reduction of the degree of

the true evolutionary union of these two

this

segregation,

except

unquestionably

where

us how to distinguish the true evolutionary combination
tendencies

the

sible, of course,

to conceive

description

of evolution renders

the formula so interpreted

tell

of these opposed

from that combination which leads towards dissolution

vagueness of the Spencerian

incident

true; but does

it

increased

Now, all

as to

it

and

the evolution of the

differentiation, except where differentia

?

involves increasing

diminished,

mix things.

The

one

the opposing

?

bodies

is

forces

true

But what

gives

case,

sum, what one learns seems to be that, in general,

plastic

tion

what Spencer's

is

In

tendencies.

opposed

principle, in any given

This

tends, in certain

differentiation.
processes

What

that unity?

and re

need one talk of contradictions.
unites

is

wants to know

is,

process of evolution no doubt

He knows

all this.

A

one, of course,

a

Now

it

I

the mass of unaltered glacial

than would

Nature thus smooths over rough outlines,

it

of heterogeneity

less appearance
debris.

pos

fit any special
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But what one misses is any guide, in the formula, for

that may arise.

case

the precise definition of types of cases in advance

Any permanently
must be such

for us, not merely something

as to define

be true whatever happens,

ideal

cases

of such special adjustments.

and positively useful generalization, in a field like this,

but

or

a more

to which the formula can

complete

less

abstract

to

enough

and exact series of

deductively applied, in such wise

be

as

to show how the predicates used in stating the generalization are to be speci
fied to suit each of these ideal

of energy

— these

one another," or
applied,

"

"All

to predict in detail

infinite series of ideal

cases

Now,

gas cooling, etc.).

But just

of any one of an

the characters

moving about suns,

as planets

(such

the theory

bodies tend to approach

But they are formulas that can be

Everything changes."

deductively,

for evolution.

The law of gravitation,

cases.

are not formulas such as:

formula

expects, as yet, any mathematical

nobody

of

masses

because every case of evolution is obviously a case

bine into higher unities,
osopher

of the situation

the requirement

is,

where mutually opposing tendencies somehow balance one another, and com
not that the phil

should tell us (truly enough) that evolution involves both shrinkboth variety and order, —but

ings and swellings, both mixings and sortings,

that he should show us how these various tendencies are, in the various types

theory of the types

For evolution, in
His

sum, Spencer

And

appears as

way.

aimed at great things in

He

stated one notable

to have done even this
a

lem for the coming age.

He

at all.

philosopher of

Generalization was an absolutely

simple

prob

great merit.

beautiful logical naivete.

If

affair for him.

found

you

If,

necessarily

of one's theory.

the arrangement

unification.

But

control,

not

The

business of

of systems of facts in ideal serial

according to concepts which themselves determine

both the ordering

of each series and the precise relations of its members to one another.
cer's theory of evolution does not determine
processes of evolution to one another,

illus

were con

is

always had at perfect

the same as the perfection

theory of phenomena
orders,

which Spencer

series of

beautifully ordered

that your facts themselves

this showed

due respect to their own orderly theoretical

orderly exposition,

is

ceived with

a

trations of your theory,

a

bag big enough to hold all the facts, that was an unification of science.

meanwhile, you were ready to present

a

theory

a

such

is
a

to have attempted

great merit
a

theory.

world, must be reduced to physical laws.

serious and frank and straightforward

to have

not

seems

mechanical

needed scientific

a

it

the phenomenal

is
a

of evolutionary processes

In

what Spencer

was quite right in thinking that

a

done.

He

This

an evolution.

constitutes

a

time,

is

of evolutionary process, kept in that peculiar balance and unity which, each

Spen

the relations of the essential

does not define their inner unity, and
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a series of types of evolutionary processes in

orderly relations to one another.

Yet,

as one may

such a pioneer

reply,

he was

a pioneer.

This

is true.

has still to be seen in the future of thought.

straightforwardness of personal character,
his loyalty to what he conceived

His value as
His beautiful

his noble independence

of spirit,

to be his task, — his humanity, his advocacy

of rational social and international peace and liberty, — these things compen
sate for much imperfection in the result of his philosophy.
the evolutionary concepts

shall

be

unified, remains

a

logical ideal which will bear much fruit in future.
of his age will never be forgotten.
finish of outline.
and secure.

His

His limitations

His

demand that

permanently inspiring

His

service as a teacher

have their own classic

place in the history of English thinking is significant,

